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Introduction
This bibliography originated with the establishment of the Royal Commission on the Future of Health Care in Canada, 2002. It began by asking, “How many Royal Commissions have there been in Canada regarding health since the first such commission was formed? It soon became necessary to expand this idea to include both Commissions of Inquiry and Public Inquiries, as these are commissioned in the same fashion, under the relevant public inquiries acts. Task Forces were then added as they are an intermediary type of study between a Royal Commission and a working group or advisory committee. Also included in this bibliography are special committees and a select few other types of studies, usually those which have arisen from a target study or which were follow-up to existing studies.

Task forces and similarly-named groups, such as “task groups” and “working groups”, the most difficult type to define, comprise the majority of the citations in this bibliography. Ultimately, all task forces have been considered, as have most task groups and any other groups designated with the term “task” somewhere in their title, whereas working committees and other permutations of this term have been excluded from consideration. These task forces may be formed under a single department, or they may be multi-departmental and / or include non-governmental bodies.

Ideally, each of these types of inquiry is organized for a specific purpose, and is mandated to produce a report or reports. Once these reports are issued, the group is usually disbanded, but occasionally they are retained for another study. One example of a committee with multiple reports is the Standing Senate Committee on Social Affairs, Science and Technology. This Committee, chaired by Senator Michael Kirby, produced one report on the health of Canadians and another on mental health, both of which are included here.

Often, studies are referred to by the chief author, usually the chairperson(s) or task force leader. Most of these reports have been examined to determine who this person was, but some chairs were not designated in the available Orders-in-Council, letters of transmission, lists of personnel, or appendices. Our experience with Saskatchewan Commissions has shown that some Orders specified that the Chair was to be determined by the Commissioners themselves, and occasionally these designations have appeared elsewhere, such as in an executive summary or note of appreciation. However, there are still some studies for which no chair could be identified.
Selection Criteria
The concept “Health Care” is difficult to define due to conflicting parameters, illustrated by the following two scenarios: a study on accessibility to transportation for the frail elderly has been excluded as it focuses more on social services than health, although this might be debatable; conversely, although occupational health and safety studies for the most part are excluded, a submission to the Task Force on Electronic Commerce regarding Bill C-54 and the implication for privacy of medical information has been included as it deals specifically with health information privacy. Trade-offs were necessary when selecting entries, thus inconsistencies may be found.

A further difficulty arose in trying to determine the relevance of certain studies that may be excluded by one criterion, but included by another. Examples include: inter-relations among rehabilitation (including occupational and physical therapy, acupuncture and chiropody), occupational health and safety, workers’ compensation and accident/handicaps prevention. As the user will note, there are still plenty of studies included—more than 250—some with multiple reports.

Generally, included here are the interim, final, and summary reports; executive summaries, synopses and progress reports (except annual reports); and some discussion papers and background studies, as these have been located. Submissions to federal and provincial Royal Commissions have generally been excluded from consideration in this bibliography, due to the vast numbers of these submissions. Also, the health-related parts of some Royal Commissions, such as that on Aboriginal Peoples, have been included.

An attempt has been made to group all related reports when a main report and its antecedent(s) could be identified. Only public reports are listed here. For the most part, reports from most task forces have been considered for this list, including: department- and minister-initiated; joint-jurisdictional; multi-regional or multi-district; mixed origin, including hybrid governmental and non-governmental; and, strictly non-governmental groups, such as those undertaken by associations.

For Saskatchewan, all studies related to the so-called “Thrust Committee” of the Department of Health have been included. Only some of these studies were designated as Task Forces.
What is included?
The following categories of studies have been included in this bibliography:

- consultation and discussion papers, policy papers, and feedback documents to larger studies (selected);
- coroners inquiries (focus on medical aspects only; excluded is Ontario’s forensic pathologist Charles Smith criminal inquiry);
- drugs and substance abuse generally;
- early childhood development (Health Canada funds Aboriginal Head Start program, for example);
- food safety issues;
- health care facilities, including specific hospitals;
- health insurance;
- medical and health-care ethics;
- medical costs of particular health problems, such as drunk driving;
- medical personnel studies, including pay and benefits, labour relations, education and training, staffing;
- medical specialities, such as cytology and radiation treatment, and branches of medicine, such as dentistry and surgery, and alternative medicine;
- mental health studies;
- rehabilitation, including occupational and physical therapy and chiropractic;
- specific illnesses and populations, such as northern areas.

What is excluded?
Excluded from this bibliography are the following categories of study and document types:

- annual reports;
- automobile insurance, but medical effects of traffic accidents are included;
- conference proceeding and workshop reports;
- directories of programs and services in specific areas or for specific populations;
- draft legislation, but committee interim and final reports on such matters are included;
- human rights;
- individual submissions before Royal Commissions, except for individual studies submitted within the context of a non-health-related larger study, and here, only as these could be identified;
- mortality and other vital statistics compilations and studies;
- municipal, narrowly-focused regional studies, but northern and inter-provincial studies are included;
- occupational health and safety;
- social welfare studies, such as child/ wife abuse, but sexual abuse of patients, including the elderly in institutional care, and of health care workers is included;
- specific industries, such as the grain industry, and mining;
- strictly-technical environmental health studies which exclude a health policy component, such as lead levels in the blood of persons living near smelters or other factories producing such contaminants (two studies in New Brunswick on cancer and the environment, and human reproduction and environmental chemicals, are included);
- water studies;
- worker’s compensation.
Organization
Concerning commissions and task forces on general health themes, all documents emanating from the same study are grouped together in one place. Also, various updates or other relevant studies from succeeding organizations or other bodies are listed with their antecedents. Thus, a preliminary study, the final report, the executive summary, if available, and any reactions to these recommendations are listed together.

Concerning general commissions and task forces subdivided into more specific themes, the reports have been broken up to be filed under a subject heading. Quebec's Royal Commission from the 1960s has been kept together, since the individual final reports are available in the Library in English, but all the “Annexes”, save two, are available here only in French.

Sections are organized alphabetically as follows:
- Federal Canadian studies, including joint federal-provincial-territorial studies;
- Provincial studies, by province, and then by commission or task force name;
- Other studies.

The only exception to the above arrangement will be found in Section C7, on specific hospitals, where all seven Quebec hospital studies have been alphabetized by underlined hospital name, ignoring the general form of inquiry name. This was done largely to allow faster use of this section and also to place adjacent to each other two studies that appear to be nearly identical, although this possibility could not be confirmed.

Citations are organized in the following order:
- Name of corporate body or author name(s). In certain instances, “F/P/T” has been substituted for “Federal/Provincial/Territorial” to avoid repeating this lengthy phrase.
- Title of document, especially for final report, if any, which is always listed first.
- Name of Chair or Co-Chairs, if any could be determined. Deputy/Vice Chairs have not been tracked.
- Significant series numbers (organizational internal document numbers are omitted).
- Place, publisher, month and year of publication; occasionally, exact date from title page.
- Access details, in this order: Paper copy, if Legislative Library has it; Microfiche copy, and whether Legislative Library has it or not (The Microlog Index was named ProFile Index in the 1970s. Often, more than one report was placed on the same set of microfiche, and occasionally, reports from different departments were placed together. For this reason, some numbers may appear more than once); Internet address, plus the date of access to confirm availability. In all possible cases, purls (permanent URLs) via either Library and Archives Canada’s (LAC) Electronic Collection, Government of Canada Publications, or via various Legislative Libraries’ electronic repositories, have been preferred, otherwise, the sponsoring agency’s address has been used.
- Other titles associated with the main entry: interim report, background studies, if any, government’s response.
- Notes at any of the above stages may indicate access or publication peculiarities.

SEE or SEE ALSO references, if any, have been entered at the appropriate points to lead the user to other possibly related studies. Related to this is the abbreviation “b”, in lowercase that indicates a bullet, below that main entry; thus, “A25b4” indicates the 4th bullet entry for the entry A25.
A. General Studies

   
   LEG LIB CODOC CA1 Z 1 A01 H09 (WSB)
   
   
     
     LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. Z....1 A01H10 (WSB)
     
     There are 50 references to background studies in Library and Archives Canada’s Electronic Collection.
     
     
       
       
       LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. Z....1 A01H500 (WSB)

   
   
     

   
   LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. HW.890 79H10 (WSB)

   
   LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. Z....1 37D163 (WSB)

   
   LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. Z....1 61H10 (WSB)
     LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. Z...3 84P3637 (WSB)
   - *Improved Program Delivery: Indian and Native.* Team Leader, Jim Collinson.
     Includes “Indian and Inuit Health Services.”
     LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. Z...3 84P3635 (WSB)
     See Also: D12
   - *Service to the Public: Veterans Affairs Programs: Planning for Retirement.* Team Leader, David Steele.
     Includes health coverage.
     LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. Z...3 84P7681 (WSB)

7. **Canadian Medical Procurement and Assignment Board.** *Report of the National Health Survey.* Chair, Major-General G. B. Chisholm. Ottawa: The Board, for the Minister of National Defence (Army), 1945.
   Appointed by Order-in-Council, so assumed to be similar to Commission of Inquiry.
   LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. ND.740 45R25 (WSB)

   Superseded by Canadian Task Force on Preventive Health Care.
     LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. H..825 94C13 (WSB)
     LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. HW.815 80P32 (WSB)
   - *Working Documents.* 9 microfiche.
     Reports on various health issues.
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 80-0571

**Canadian Task Force on Preventive Health Care.**
     See Task Force Website for many other publications
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2AL Z....3 89H61. (volume 1 only) (WSB)
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 90-02907
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 90-04276
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 89-02707
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 88-05079
     See Also: B3
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 89-01078
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 92-01556
     See Also: C5

    LEG LIB CODOC CA2BC Z....1 90H14 (WSB)
    LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 92-03653. vol. 1
    LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 92-03654. vol. 2
    LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 92-03655. vol. 3
      LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 91-06155

    LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 97-01848
      LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 92-04527

   Addresses speeding up credential recognition for professionals (Recommendation 32), medical research promotion (Recommendation 75), e-health (Recommendation 79).
     See “Health”, p. 23.
     Government’s response. See pages 8, 29-30.

   French version on same microfiche.

   NOT IN LIBRARY

   [LEG LIB CODOC CA2NF Z....1 72L01 (WSB)]

   NOT IN LIBRARY

     [LEG LIB CODOC CA2NV Z....1 71E01 (WSB)]
   - *Volume II: Municipal Government and the Province.* “Chapter 9: Health Services.”
     [LEG LIB CODOC CA2NV Z....1 71E02 (WSB)]
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2NV Z....1 87H77 (WSB)
   - *Summary.*
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2NV Z....1 87H77S (WSB)
   - *Summary.* Five-page pamphlet summary.
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2NV Z....1 87H78 (WSB)
   - *Issues and Concerns: Summary of Public Hearings and Submissions.*
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2NV Z....1 87H23 (WSB)
   - *Research Studies. 3 v.*
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2NV Z....1 87H76 (WSB)

20. **Nova Scotia. Royal Commission on Provincial Development and Rehabilitation.**
    LEG LIB CODOC CA2NV Z....1 43R10 (WSB)

    Includes summary.
    LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 94-04889
      LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 94-01505
      LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 93-02132

    LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..750 76E28(WSB)
    LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 76-0573

    LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..890 73H62 (WSB)
    LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 74-0331
      Reaction to the Task Force.
      LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..... 75R62 (WSB)

    Three volumes combined into one.
    LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..790 48H62 (WSB)
LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 95-03757  
LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 95-01824

LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 94-01666

LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 83-03035

LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 92-06140  
To recommend a plan for implementation of the Task Force report recommendations.  
LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 93-08182

Annexes to the main study—nos. 118 and 119 in English.  
See Also next main entry.  
LEG LIB CODOC CA2PQ Z....1 66H101 (WSB)  
See Also: C3  
- *L'animation sociale.* Annexes, 126.  
LEG LIB CODOC CA2PQ Z....1 66H126 (WSB)  
- *L'assurance-chômage et les services aux travailleurs.* Annexes, 121.  
LEG LIB CODOC CA2PQ Z....1 66H121 (WSB)  
- *Bibliographie sur les services sociaux.* Annexes, 123.  
LEG LIB CODOC CA2PQ Z....1 66H123 (WSB)  
- *Contribution à un projet de loi-cadre en matière de maladie mentale.* Annexes, 105.  
LEG LIB CODOC CA2PQ Z....1 66H105 (WSB)  
See Also: D1  
LEG LIB CODOC CA2PQ Z....1 66H116 (WSB)
• Indices de l’état de santé de la population du Québec. Annexes, 103.

  LEG LIB CODOC CA2PQ Z....1 66H103 (WSB)

• Le loisir. Annexes, 127.

  LEG LIB CODOC CA2PQ Z....1 66H127 (WSB)

• Les mécanismes de distribution de médicaments et prothèses: analyse économique. Annexes, 104.

  LEG LIB CODOC CA2PQ Z....1 66H104 (WSB)

  See Also: F

• L’organisation et le réglementation des professions de la santé et du bien-être au Québec. Annexes, 112.

  LEG LIB CODOC CA2PQ Z....1 66H112 (WSB)

  See Also: B

• Le personnel des organismes de bien-être au Québec. Annexes, 120.

  LEG LIB CODOC CA2PQ Z....1 66H120 (WSB)

• La prévision de main-d’oeuvre dans le secteur hospitalier. Annexes, 108.

  LEG LIB CODOC CA2PQ Z....1 66H108 (WSB)

  See Also: B

• Pour une politique de la vieillesse. Annexes, 117.

  LEG LIB CODOC CA2PQ Z....1 66H117(WSB)

  See Also: D7

• Problèmes de la détérioration du milieu et de la conservation de l’environnement. Annexes, 106.

  LEG LIB CODOC CA2PQ Z....1 66H106 (WSB)

• La recherche médicale au Québec: evaluations, perspectives et éléments de planification. Annexes, 111.

  LEG LIB CODOC CA2PQ Z....1 66H111 (WSB)

  See Also: C1

• La rémunération du corps médical. Annexes, 113.

  LEG LIB CODOC CA2PQ Z....1 66H113 (WSB)

  See Also: B

• La société de demain: ses impératifs, son organisation. Annexes, 125.

  LEG LIB CODOC CA2PQ Z....1 66H125 (WSB)


  LEG LIB CODOC CA2PQ Z....1 66H107 (WSB)

• Utilisation comparée des services de santé. Annexes, 114.

  LEG LIB CODOC CA2PQ Z....1 66H114 (WSB)

• La voix des hommes sans voix Annexes, 122.

  LEG LIB CODOC CA2PQ Z....1 66H122 (WSB)

• A Policy Context for the Welfare of Tomorrow’s Children in Quebec. Appendices; 118.

  LEG LIB CODOC CA2PQ Z....1 66H118 (WSB)

  See Also: D11

• Welfare Research in the Province of Quebec. Appendices; 119.

  LEG LIB CODOC CA2PQ Z....1 66H119 (WSB)
   - v. 1: *Health Insurance*
     
   - v. 2: *Interns and Residents*
   - v. 3.1: *Development*
   - v. 3.2: *Development*
   - v. 4.1: *Health: The Present Situation*
   - v. 4.2: *Health: The Health Plan*
   - v. 4.3: *Health: The Health Plan*
   - v. 4.4: *Health: Resources: Establishment of the Health Plan*
   - v. 5.2: *Income Security: The New Plans*
   - v. 5.3: *Income Security: Establishment of the New Plans*
   - v. 6.1: *Social Services*
   - v. 6.2: *Social Services*
   - v. 7.1: *The Professions and Society*
   - v. 7.2: *Profit-Making Institutions*

   - Documents available in French only.


   - **Summary.**
     
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA H..790 88D22
   
   - **Future Directions for Saskatoon’s Hospitals: A Plan for the Consolidation of Acute Care Services: A Study for the Saskatchewan Commission on Directions in Health Care.** Chair (of external review panel), John W. Atkinson. Saskatoon: For the Commission, 1990.
     
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA H..790 88D27
     
     See Also: C7, D2


   - **Caring for Medicare: The Challenges Ahead.**
     
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA H..885 A00C15
     
   
   - **Caring for Medicare: Thinking about the Challenges Ahead.**
     
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA .885 A00C157
   
     
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA H..85 A00R21


   - Not tabled in Legislature; not listed in *Journals* for 1944-47.
     
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA Z....1 44H10


   - LEG LIB DEWEY 344.7104 W555


   - LEG LIB DEWEY 362.10971 T198 (WSB)
     
     See Also: C3

38. **Institute for Research on Public Policy. Task Force on Health Policy.** *Recommendations to First Ministers.* Chair, Michael Decter. Montreal: The Institute, [2000?]

**B. Health Personnel**

**B1. General**


   NOT IN LIBRARY

   Mentioned in two reports of Alberta Health Reform Implementation Team, January 2004 (p. 4, 11), and Spring 2002 (p. 7, 12, 15), but no separate report located.
   Spring 2002: LEG LIB CODOC CA2AL HW.650 Ao2T63 (WSB)

   See Chapters 3 and 8 regarding medical qualifications and credentials.
   LEG LIB CODOC CA2AL Z....3 88R16 (WSB)
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 93-04529

   Includes following specialties: physical therapy; osteopathy; chiropractic and myotherapy; dentists; optometry; nurses; colleges; midwives; homeopathy.
   LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON X....9 ..S26 (WSB); ONTARIO SESSIONAL PAPERS 1898 vol. L part IX
   See Also: next 4 entries, B2, B3, B4, & for midwifery: B4.3, B4.6, D11.6b2
   
   LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON Z....3 66H010 (WSB)
   
   - *Highlights.*
     
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON Z....3 66H133 (WSB)
   
   Study includes separate volumes on:
   
     
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON Z....3 66H125 (WSB)
     
     See Also: B4.5
   
   - *Legal History of the Health Professions in Ontario.* Elizabeth MacNab.
     
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON Z....3 66H143 (WSB)
   
   - *Mental Health in Ontario.* C. Hanly.
     
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON Z....3 66H153 (WSB)
     
     See Also: D1
   
   - *Nursing in Ontario.* V. V. Murray.
     
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON Z....3 66H156 (WSB)
     
     See Also: B3
   
     
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON Z....3 66H155 (WSB)
   
   - *The Paramedical Occupations in Ontario.* Oswald Hall.
     
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON Z....3 66H165 (WSB)
     
     See Also: B4, D2
   
   - *Private Clinical Laboratories in Ontario.* Chemical Engineering Research Consultants Ltd.
     
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON Z....3 66H161 (WSB)
   
   - *Sectarian Healers and Hypnotherapy in Ontario.* John A. Lee.
     
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON Z....3 66H173 (WSB)
   
     
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON Z....3 66H173C (WSB)
   
     
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON Z....3 66H172 (WSB)
   
     
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON Z....3 66H178 (WSB)

   
   Includes both Phase I and II reports.
   
   LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..750 83M25 (WSB)

   
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 78-0175

**B2. Physicians**


   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 95-01348

   Also known as: Physician Policy Development in Nova Scotia.  
   LEG LIB CODOC CA2NV H..710 91C61 (WSP)  
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 93-05605  
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 93-04903

   NOT IN LIBRARY
   LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H.750 74P35 (WSB)
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 75-0046

   LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA Z....1 63H10

   LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA H..705 94P36
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 95-02544


    Other reports available:
    - *Assessing New Models for the Delivery of Medical Services: Inventory and Synthesis,* (August 2003)
    - *Validating the Range and Scope of New Models for the Delivery of Medical Services* (October 2004)
    - *Canada’s Physician Workforce: Occupational Human Resources Data Assessment and Trends Analysis* (February 2005)

**B3. Nurses**

   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 76-0265
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 78-0021


---


   [http://www.ontla.on.ca/library/repository/mon/6000/10377574.pdf](http://www.ontla.on.ca/library/repository/mon/6000/10377574.pdf)

**B4. Other Personnel**


   [LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. HW.290 85G71 (WSB)]


   [LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. HW.290 86I53 (WSB)]


     [LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. HW.290 87T55 (WSB)]
Leg Lib Microlog Microfiche 97-01843  
- ________. **Subcommittee on Midwifery. Interim Report.** Co-Chairs, Pat Farrell, Verna Sylvestre. N.d.  
  Leg Lib Microlog Microfiche 92-03798  
  See Also: B1.6, B4.6, D11.6b2

Leg Lib Microlog Microfiche 79-0578

Leg Lib CodoC CA2ON H..750 72R272 (WSB)

Leg Lib CodoC CA2ON H..810 87R09 (WSB)  
Leg Lib Microlog Microfiche 88-01144  
- **Executive Summary and Summary of Recommendations.**  
  Leg Lib CodoC CA2ON H..810 87R10 (WSB)  
  Leg Lib Microlog Microfiche 88-01529  
  See Also: B1.6, B4.3, D11.6b2

Leg Lib CodoC CA2SA H..790 79V10

8. **College of Pharmacists of British Columbia. Pharmacy Technician Task Force.**  
- **White Paper on Pharmacy Technicians: A Discussion for Council.** No Chair listed.  
**B5. Labour Relations**

   LEG LIB CODOC CA2BC Z....1 92P23 (WSB)

   Appendices included.
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 95-07081
   - *Interim Progress Report.*
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 95-06758
   - *Second Progress Statement.*
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 95-06832

   LEG LIB CODOC CA2NB Z....1 66E10 (WSB)

   NOT IN LIBRARY

   LEG LIB PAMPHLETS Collective bargaining

   LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA LA.880 97R27
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 97-03309
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA LA.880 96R26
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 97-01941
C. Health Care Administration and Facilities

C1. General and Miscellaneous


   See Also: A29b15


   - Interim Report. 1975. NOT IN LIBRARY


   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 106-04185

     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 106-02275


   Print edition is 170 pages. Online edition is abbreviated to 72 pages: Afterword and all appendices missing. Paper copy includes a reprint of 60 recommendations from 1991 study.

   LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..890 A00S83 (WSB)
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 101-06241

   See Also: C1.14: These are different reports, though same Chair


    NOT IN LIBRARY


    LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA H..240 80R271


    LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA H..790 94R67


    LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA H..790 98S67
    LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 100-00567


LEG LIB DEWEY 610.69609713 T198


See Also: C1.9: These are different reports, though same Chair

---

### C2. Biomedical Waste


   Includes Appendices.

   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 90-00759
   - LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 90-05244


   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 87-02539

---

### C3. Health Financing and Insurance


   LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. HW.790 68C71 (WSB)
   - *Vol. 1: Summary.*
   - *Vol. 2: Hospital Services: Utilization, Operational Efficiency, Salaries and Wages, Beds and Facilities.* Comprises:
     - Task Force on Operational Efficiency. Chair, P. E. Swerhone.
     - Task Force on Salaries and Wages. Co-Chairs, Paul Pleau, J. D. Wallace.
     - Task Force on Beds and Facilities. Chair, J. W. Mainguy.
   - *Vol. 3: Health Services: Delivery of Medical Care, Price of Medical Care, Public Health.* Comprises:
     - Task Force on Price of Medical Care. Chair, W. Harding le Riche.

   See Also: A32
LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 105-00663  

LEG LIB CODOC CA2BC Z....1 51H10 (WSB) 

LEG LIB CODOC CA2BC Z....1 46H10 (WSB) 

Also known as: State Health Insurance and Maternity Benefits Commission. 
LEG LIB CODOC CA2BC Z....1 29H10 (WSB) 
- *Progress Report.* 


Also known as: Health Insurance Commission. 

LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..750 73R626 (WSB)
LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 74-0452


LEG LIB PAMPHLETS Medical care, Cost of


LEG LIB PAMPHLETS Health care reform


LEG LIB CODOC CA6.. JAM... 93H10 (WSB)

See Also: D12
C4. Health Information Systems and Privacy


   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE  101-00204


   See Chapter 7: Health Services.

   LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. CO.840  72P26 (WSB)


   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE  97-01850


   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE  92-05391


   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE  2009-05017


   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE  2009-07496


   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE  2009-07499
Includes Executive Summary.
LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 97-01079
- **Supplementary Reports.** St. John’s: The Task Force, 1995.
  LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 97-00563

LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON Z....1 78C10 (WSB)
  Also known as: The Krever Report
  LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 83-03742

  Chap. 3: “Ministry of Health”;
  Chap. 4: “The Hospital Medical Records Institute”;
  Chap. 5: “Ontario Cancer Treatment and Research Foundation”;
  Chap. 6: “Alcoholism and Drug Addiction Research Foundation.”
  LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON Z....1 77F105 (WSB)

LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..750 78M52 (WSB)

LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 104-03230

LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 101-04034
   Appendices 4-7 not on Website.
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 103-00711

**C5. Community, Northern, Rural Health and Health Regions**

   LEG LIB CODOC CA2AL XC...2 97R62 (WSB)
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 98-01676

   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 95-06646

   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 98-03029
   - **Core Health Services in Manitoba.** Winnipeg: Department of Health, 1997.
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 98-02820

   Also known as: Task Force on Northern Aeromedical Services.
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 97-01745
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 95-00261
   See Also: D2.5, D2.6

   May also be known as: “Task Force on Alternative Health Services: Northern Health Services.”
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 97-01845
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 92-03825 (without Steering Committee Statement)
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 97-01851  
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 92-04521


   - LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..750 75D33 (WSB)

   - LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..750 77P64 (WSB)

    - LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 97-07168

    - LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 89-02936

    - LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA H..790 94D67  
    - LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 95-01638

    - LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA H..790 79R10  
    - LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 81-02668
C6. **Chronic, Long-Term and Palliative Care**

   
   MICROLOG MICROFICHE 98-01133 NOT IN LIBRARY

   
   
   
   
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 106-00044
   
   - **Continuing Care Health Service; Accommodation Standards: Discussion Guide.**
   
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 106-00043

3. **Manitoba. Health Advisory Network. Task Force on Alternative Health Services.**
   
   - **Ambulatory Care Subcommittee. Ambulatory Care: Steering Committee Statement; and, Report.** Subcommittee Co-Chairs, Jeanette Edwards, Michael Lloyd; Task Force Co-Chairs, Glenn Chapman, Terry Hercus; Steering Committee Chair, John Wade. Health Advisory Network Report no. 10. Winnipeg: The Task Force, 1992.
   
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 97-01844
   
   
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 92-06711
   
   - **Subcommittee on Palliative Care. Palliative Care: Steering Committee Statement; and, Report.** Subcommittee Chair, Gail Roth; Task Force Co-Chairs, Glenn Chapman, Terry Hercus; Steering Committee Chair, John Wade. Health Advisory Network Report no. 6. Winnipeg: The Task Force, 1992.
   
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 97-01849
   
   
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 92-03792

   
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 91-00361
   
   
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 91-00360
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 88-01055

   Also known as: Chafe's Nursing Home Public Inquiry.
   NOT IN LIBRARY

   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 106-04874

   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 86-00811
   - **Minister of Social Services [Edmund L. Morris].** *Task Group on Homes for Special Care.* February 22, 1983.
     Essentially, a mandate letter, later extended twice, in April and again in June 1983.
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 83-3441

   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 96-02329


    LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA H..890 79R62
    LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 81-1629

    LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 88-05395

    MICROLOG MICROFICHE 80-2306 NOT IN LIBRARY
C7. Hospitals – General

   LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. HW.851 84T09 (WSB)
   LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. HW.851 84T11 (WSB)

   LEG LIB CODOC CA2MA Z....1 70H10 (WSB)

   NOT IN LIBRARY
   See Also: C3.1

   “Task Force on Alternative Health Services” at head of title.
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 97-01912
   See Also: C3.1

   LEG LIB CODOC CA2NF Z....1 83H10 (WSB)
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2NF Z....1 83H11 (WSB)
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 86-03530
     See Also: C3.1

   5-page report from a conference held July 3, 1980 at Hotel Saskatchewan.
   LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA H..240 81R27
C8. Hospitals – Specific, other than Mental  
(NOTE: Some of these studies may relate to mental hospitals: unverified studies have been placed here)


   Not listed in either Journals or Sessional Papers. N.p., 1912. 
   NOT IN LIBRARY


   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 94-01933

   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 97-01847
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 92-07954

   - **New Brunswick. Department of Health.** *Response to Commission of Inquiry into Pathology Services at the Miramichi Regional Health Authority.* February 2009. 
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 2009-07498
   NOT IN LIBRARY

   NOT IN LIBRARY


    LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..825 97M52 (WSB)
    LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 99-00128

   LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON X....9 ..S26 (WSB); ONTARIO SESSIONAL PAPERS 1932 vol. LII, part VIII.

    LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON AG.830 83D10 (WSB)
    LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 85-04622

    NOT IN LIBRARY

    NOT IN LIBRARY
   NOT IN LIBRARY

   NOT IN LIBRARY

   NOT IN LIBRARY

   NOT IN LIBRARY

   NOT IN LIBRARY

   LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA H..890 56A61

   LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA Z....1 64G10

   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 96-03353
C9. Mental Hospitals
(Note: For Mental Health generally, see next heading)


B.C. Medical Superintendent Bodington in 1901 Annual Report (Sessional Papers 1902) refers briefly to Clarke’s visit.

Includes 7 enclosures.
LEG LIB CODOC CA2BC X....9 ..S26 B.C. SESSIONAL PAPERS, 1894-95.

NOT IN LIBRARY


According to the Encyclopedia of Newfoundland and Labrador
Reference 971.8003 E56, vol. 4, p. 649
REPORT NOT RELEASED
   See Appendix no. 10  
   NOT IN LIBRARY

   NOT IN LIBRARY

   See Appendix 0 [sic].  
   NOT IN LIBRARY

   NOT IN LIBRARY

   NOT IN LIBRARY

   NOT IN LIBRARY  
   See Also below: Royal Commission on Lunatic...

   LEG LIB CODOC CA2PQ X....9 ...S26; QUEBEC SESSIONAL PAPERS 1888 vol. 21, III  
   See Also above: Commission des asiles...

   Not tabled in Legislature.  
   NOT IN LIBRARY  
   See File S 108 “Reports of Conferences, etc.” at Saskatchewan Archives Board Office, Regina.

   LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA Z....1 46C52

17. **Saskatchewan. Commission of Inquiry into the Management and General Administration of the Mental Hospital at Battleford.** Commissioner, Charles James Milligan.
   Created by Order-in-Council 1531/22, August 31, 1922; *COMMISSION RESCINDED: Order-in-Council 1937/22, November 11, 1922.

18. **Saskatchewan. Commission to Inquire into and Concerning the Administration of the Saskatchewan Hospital for the Insane at Battleford.** Commissioner, Frank J. Reynolds. 1915.
   Report not tabled in Legislature.
   NOT IN LIBRARY
   See: *The Saskatchewan Gazette*, December 15, 1914, p. 6, for Order-in-Council

19. **Saskatchewan. Commissioners Appointed to Inquire into and Make Recommendations Concerning the Provincial Mental Hospitals and Mental Hygiene Conditions in the Province.** Chair, Clarence Meredith Hincks. Saskatchewan. Legislative Assembly. 7th Leg., 2nd Sess., Sessional Paper no. 27. Regina: The Commissioners, 1930.
   NOT IN LIBRARY
   See: *The Saskatchewan Gazette*, December 15, 1914, p. 6, for Order-in-Council

### D. Branches of Medical Care and Specific Populations

#### D1. Mental Health


   See Also: D1.5, D12.2b3


   Highlights and 4 Interim reports below:


   Study was split into two groups: This one and that on Highway Accidents, under Walter C. MacKenzie.

   Includes Appendices.

   Rothwell died before final report was completed.


12. **Ontario Council of Health. Committee on Mental Health Services in Ontario.**

  
  LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..790 77M15 (WSB)

  
  LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..750 79A13 (WSB)

  
  LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..790 77M13 (WSB)

  
  LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..790 77M622 (WSB)

  
  LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..790 77M62 (WSB)

  
  LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..790 77M627 (WSB)

  
  LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..790 77M625 (WSB)

  
  LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..790 77M626 (WSB)


  LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..750 73M23 (WSB)

  LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 74-0451

14. **Ontario. Legislative Assembly. Select Committee on Mental Health and Addictions.**


    


   LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON Z....1 29W10 (WSB)

   LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON X....9 ..S26 (WSB); ONT. SESSIONAL PAPERS 1919 vol. LI, part X
   LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON X....9 ..S26 (WSB); ONT. SESSIONAL PAPERS 1918 vol. L, part IX
   See Also: D8.3, D8.6

   NOT IN LIBRARY

   LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA H..790 80R65

   LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA H..790 80P65
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 81-2669

   LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA H..790 80T62 (WSB)

   LEG LIB DEWEY 362.20971 C734 v.1 (WSB)

   Includes brief summary of Clarence Hincks’s 1930 report, pp. 14-16.
   LEG LIB DEWEY 362.2097124 T198 (WSB)
   See Also: C9.19 above for Hincks’s citation only: not in Library
  Part 2 reviews McDonald’s 1983 report.  
  LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA CHA... A04I77  
  LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 104-04202  

D2. Accidents, Critical and Emergency Care, Prevention


   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 104-02528  

   Includes June 2009 Addendum.  

   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 98-01679  
   See Also: C5.4, D2.6


   - See Also: C5.4, D2.5


   - Also known as: Task Force on Motor Vehicle Accidents.
   - Study was split into two groups, that on Suicides, under Menno Boldt. This study on Highway Accidents, Section 3, includes emergency medical services.


   - See Also: D7.7b4


- **General Summary.**
  

- **Technical Report.**
  


   (ICD = Implantable Cardioverter Defibrillator; CRT = Cardiac Resynchronization Therapy).

   LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA H..890 80062
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 81-02671

**D3. Acupuncture, Chiropody, Chiropractic and Osteopathy**

   Also known as: “Chiropody Act” Inquiry.


   LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..750 74A27
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 75-0047

   LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..750 72R27 (WSB)
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..750 73P66 (WSB)
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 74-0450

   LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..750 73S71 (WSB)
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 74-0450

6. **Quebec. Royal Commission of Inquiry on Chiropraxy and Osteopathy.** 3 v. in 2. Commissioner, Gerard Lacroix. [Quebec: n.p., 1965].
   - *Chiropraxy,* plus *Annexes.*
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2PQ Z....1 63C09 (WSB)
   - *Osteopathy.*
     LEG LIB CODOC CA2PQ Z....1 63C08 (WSB)
D4. Blood-Related Issues

   LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. Z....1 93B10 (WSB) 
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 98-01641 
   - Interim Report.
     LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. Z....1 93B53 (WSB)
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 95-03605
   - Interim Report: Annexes.
     LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. Z....1 93B533 (WSB)
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 95-03605
     LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. Z....1 93B76 (WSB)


   LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. Z....2 94H496017 (WSB)

   LEG LIB CODOC CA2NV Z....3 88A10 (WSB)
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 89-00444
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 88-04850
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 89-00986

   LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA H..900 A02A76 

### D5. Cancer

No separate final report located.  
MICROLOG MICROFICHE  83-1284  NOT IN LIBRARY

LEG LIB CODOC CA1..  H..150  A09P25  

LEG LIB CODOC CA2MA Z....1 45C10 (WSB)

LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE  84-02492


- Vol. 1: *Investigation and Findings.*  
- Vol. 3: *Appendices.*  

   - Appendix A: Terms of Reference, subcommittees and personnel missing from online edition;
   - Appendix E: “Medical Oncology Position Paper.”
   - Appendix F: “Medical Oncology Manpower Study.”
   - Appendix G: “Clinical Associates Roles.”
   - Appendix H: “Family Physician Roles.”
   - Appendix Ja: “Recommendations for Workload Standards for the Oncology Pharmacy.”


### D6. Dental, Eye, and Hearing Care


   LEG LIB CODOC CA2NV H..750 72T222 (WSB)
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 73-0130

   LEG LIB CODOC CA2NV H..750 72T22 (WSB)
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 73-0129

D7. **Geriatric Care**


2. **Manitoba. Health Advisory Network. Task Force on Health Services for the Elderly.**
   - *Report A: Health Promotion for the Elderly; Report B: Preventive Health Services for the Elderly; Report C: Options for Living: Housing and Home Care, with Selected Aspects of Long-Term Institutional Care and Acute Care Services; plus, Steering Committee Statement.* Task Force Chair, Neena Chappell; Steering Committee Chair, Arnold Naimark. Health Advisory Network Report no. 2. Winnipeg: The Task Force, 1991.
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 97-01852
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 97-01846
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 92-05392
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 92-03794
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 92-03793
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 92-03795

     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 105-01670
   
   LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..750 78H21 (WSB)
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 80-2802

   
   Includes General Health Care and Community Services and Long-Term Institutional Care sections.
   
   LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON SS...1 85S26 (WSB)
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 82-04890

   
   LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA H..790 80G13
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 81-2674

   
   See Chapters 2 and 3 address health issues.
   
   LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA SS.890 78S24
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 79-1177
   
   See Also: A28b2

---

**D8. Gynaecology, Obstetrics, Reproduction and Sexual Health**

   
   LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. HW.890 81H62 (WSB)

   
   LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. Z....1 89R68 (WSB)
   
   
   
   - **Main Topics.**
     
     LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. Z....1 89R68M (WSB)
   
   - **Summary and Highlights.**
     
     LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. Z....1 89R68S (WSB)
   LEG LIB CODOC CA2AL SSC890 74V27 (WSB)
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 76-0736
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 77-0368
   See Also: D1.17, D8.6

   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 94-01805

   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 95-00069

   Also known as: Venereal Disease Commission.
   LEG LIB CODOC CA2MA Z....1 43V10 (WSB)
   See Also: D1.17, D8.3

   Title at head of Table of Contents: The Use of Chemicals in the Environment and Patterns of Reproductive Outcomes in New Brunswick.
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 85-04815

   LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..750 76G32 (WSB)
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 76-0423

   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 97-05158

**D9. Transplantation**

   LEG LIB CODOC CA2AL HP.890 82H62 (WSB)
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 86-00957

   - Section II: *Transplantation in the ’80s’: A Blueprint for Success: Summation of a Conference.*

   Also includes reports by:
   - __________. **Donor Transportation Subcommittee.** Chair, M. C. Bouffard.
   - __________. **Organ Retrieval and Distribution Subcommittee.** Chair, P. A. Keown.
   - __________. **Living Related Donor Subcommittee.** Chair, C. R. Stiller.


**D10. Women’s Health**


   - See Chapter 7: “Well-Being: Physical and Mental Health.”
   - CA2NV SW.890 75W32 (WSB)
   - LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 76-0407


   - LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA H..790 80W26
   - LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 81-2664


**D11. Children and Youth**


   - *vol. 3: Health Care System Review.*
     LEG LIB CODOC CA4MA WP.890 79M13 [v.3] (WSB)
   - *vol. 6: Midwifery Law.*
     LEG LIB CODOC CA4MA WP.890 79M13 [v.6] (WSB)
     See Also: Bl. 1
     LEG LIB CODOC CA4MA WP.890 79M21 (WSB)
     LEG LIB CODOC CA4MA WP.890 79M57 (WSB)
     See Also: C1. 3
     LEG LIB CODOC CA4MA WP.890 79M64 (WSB)
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 82-03837

   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 106-01424
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 105-02691


   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 101-01595
     LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 101-04770

11. **Ontario. Task Force on School Health Services.** *Report.* Chair, Jean F. Webb. Toronto: Ministry of Health, 1972. An initial limited distribution report was issued in 1968, but is superseded by this final report. LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 73-0026


**D12. Aboriginal Peoples**

*See Also: C3.9*


     LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. Z....1 91A10
     MICROLOG MICROFICHE 97-02282 NOT IN LIBRARY
     LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. Z....1 91A10
     MICROLOG MICROFICHE 97-02301 NOT IN LIBRARY
     LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. Z....1 91A14
     MICROLOG MICROFICHE 95-03700 NOT IN LIBRARY
     See Also: D1.1, D1.5

     LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. Z....1 91A63 (WSB)


**D13. Miscellaneous**


   LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. SG.200 A00R27 (WSB)


   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 98-04950


   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 76-0573
   - LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..750 73C97 (WSB)
   - LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 74-0454

   - LEG LIB CODOC CA2 ON Z1 31 R10 (WSB)

   - LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA H..790 80T27

   - LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA H..240 80O72

---

**E. Addictions and Substance Abuse**

   - LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. Z....1 88U72 (WSB)

   - LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. HW.890 76A22 (WSB)


- Interim Report.
  - LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. HW.890 69N35 (WSB)
  - LEG LIB CODOC MICROFICHE CA1.. HW.890 69N10.


- Cannabis: A Report.
  - LEG LIB CODOC MICROFICHE CA1.. HW.890 69N10.

- Treatment: A Report.
  - LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. HW.890 69N10 (WSB)
  - LEG LIB CODOC MICROFICHE CA1.. HW.890 69N10.


  - LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 2007-00077


   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 104-01830

   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 105-05449
   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 105-05450

    LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..750 82S53 (WSB)
    LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 83-01790


    LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 92-04288
      LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 96-07093

    Appendix A includes “Recommendations of the Task Force on Detoxification,” 1969.
    LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H..890 75D71 (WSB)

    LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON Z....3 88D10 (WSB)
    LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 89-02255
LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 95-04805

LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 91-03196

LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA H..790 80T51

Purpose: to evaluate Interagency Council on Smoking and Health’s Comprehensive Paper (Program) on Tobacco Smoking.  
LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA H..790 80S53  
LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE 81-2670

### F. Anaesthesiology, Food Safety and Pharmaceutical Studies

LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. L..130 27I52 (WSB)

LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. Z....1 85P10 (WSB)  
MICROLOG MICROFICHE 86-00350 NOT IN LIBRARY  
- *Summary.*  
  LEG LIB CODOC CA1.. Z....1 85P02 (WSB)  
  MICROLOG MICROFICHE 85-05107 NOT IN LIBRARY


   LEG LIB CODOC  CA1.. H..835  A06T62 (WSB)


   May also be known as: *Report of Pharmaceutical Policy Recommendations for the Ministry of Health.*


   NOT IN LIBRARY


   Also included on microfiche is *Laboratory and Diagnostic Services*, prepared by Stevenson and Kellogg, 1972.

   LEG LIB CODOC  CA2NV H..750  72T226 (WSB)

   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE  73-0129


   LEG LIB CODOC  CA2ON H..800  84G51 (WSB)

   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE  84-05067


   LEG LIB CODOC  CA2ON H..750  73R62 (WSB)

   LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE  74-0451


    Microfiche includes four interim progress reports.

    LEG LIB CODOC  CA2ON H..830  88P63 (WSB)

    LEG LIB MICROLOG MICROFICHE  91-01103


### G. Miscellaneous Specific Diseases


---
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LEG LIB CODOC CA2ON H.750 77H96 (WSB)


NOT IN LIBRARY


LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA Z....1 21A10

• *Synopsis of Report.*

    LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA Z....1 21A11
### H. Sources

The sources used to compile this list are as follows:

  LEG LIB REFERENCE 354.710 93016 H496 Suppl. 1978/88

  LEG LIB REFERENCE 015.71053 M626 (1973-1981)

  LEG LIB REFERENCE 354.710 93016 H496

  LEG LIB REFERENCE 354.710 93016 H496 Suppl. 1966/77

  LEG LIB REFERENCE 971.8003 E56

  LEG LIB CODOC CA2SA YL.... 63M21

- **Saskatchewan Legislative Library Voyager** online catalogue, the Library’s card catalogue, and shelf locations.

- Various other legislative library online catalogues and electronic repositories, Government of Canada Publications, the Library and Archives Canada’s repository, and Web sites across Canada.

There has been no systematic “mining” of reports found for further relevant reports.